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Cikatri makeup training synergizes with the aim of vocational education to produce graduates who are skilled in their fields and
are ready to work or can meet the demands of the world of work. Cikatri make-up training is an activity that is followed by the
students and the community, especially PKK mothers with the aim of 1) providing training in applying makeup to the face to cover
defects in the face so that they look beautiful, attractive, 2) providing training so that the competence of cikatri makeup is
mastered by PKK students and mothers of Kapanewon by following the PPE standards, 3) provide motivation to achieve.
 This activity was carried out during a pandemic using the lecture method containing cikatri makeup material, cosmetic
knowledge, the tools to be used and the work steps. The provision of theoretical material is done online. The next method is
demonstration and practice which is done face to face. And in closing the activity, an evaluation was conducted on the
participants in the form of cognitive and psychomotor tests.
The result of community service after the activity was the implementation of the cikatrin makeup training which was attended by
10 vocational students and 10 PKK Kapanewon mothers because of a pandemic so that the number of participants was limited.
Participants practice cikatri make-up applied to themselves and models with a corrective concept, adjusting skin color with
decorative makeup, matching the theme and color of the clothes worn. Participants have high self-confidence because they have
done cikatri make-up training and are ready to excel. The score from the cikatri makeup activity related to the mastery of the
material and practice was 3.4. The response to the usefulness of the training activity has a score of 3.4. The training activities
were carried out in Kulon Progo wates with one online theory meeting and three times practice on August 18,19,20 conducted
face-to-face at the UNY Wates campus, Kulon Progo.
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